Yellow: crayon, banana, cheese, sun, star
Red: crayon, apple
Blue: crayon, ball, blueberry, bird
Green: crayon, pear, green apple
Orange: crayon, orange, orange slice, cupcake, baseball, orange cone
Brown: crayon, brown bear, brown teddy bear, brown cone
Black: crayon, the car, net, hotdog, fish
White: crayon, the cat, and hotdog

- magnetic objects:

Find something else in the classroom that matches the color. Fill a paint can with all of its matching objects. Tell students to find something else in the classroom that matches the color. Fill a paint can with all of its matching objects. Tell students to

Common theme:
- sorting matching items is a can and have students find the students find the matching objects. Ask if the answer is what they expected. Sort by the new sorting item at the top of the board and have students sort by other objects. Sort by different methods, such as by foods of animals.

Extension activity:
- the apple is red. The object is also red, but the one is block. Students can see the objects in full color. Teach sorting.

Matching activity:
- place on the board these objects that are the same color and have students do the matching objects.

Magnetic Sorting Set
Juego de piezas magnéticas salpicaduras de color
Set magnétique de classification Touches de Couleur
Magnet-Sortierset Farbdosen

Components:
- 8 magnetic objects can frames
- 48 magnetic paint can frames
- 48 magnets
- 8 markers

Activities:
- students in your class can use the magnets to arrange the objects in full color. Teach sorting.
- students can use the magnets to arrange the objects in full color. Teach sorting.
- students can use the magnets to arrange the objects in full color. Teach sorting.
- students can use the magnets to arrange the objects in full color. Teach sorting.

Include:
- Learning Resources®, Splash of Color
- LE9510-000
- LER 9590
- Ages 3 and up
- PreK+
- Learning Resources, Inc., Vernon Hills, IL, USA
- Learning Resources, Ltd., Bergen Way, Kings Lure, Horsham, West Sussex, UK
- www.learningresources.com
- Find a store near you.
- Like us on Facebook
- Conserve energy. Information à conserver. Bitte bewahren Sie unsere Adresse für spätere Nachfragen auf.